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Bremsstrahlung from thick targets and a diagnostic for electron energy distributions

M. Lamoureux,* P. Waller,† P. Charles, and N. B. Avdonina‡
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~Received 28 September 1999; revised manuscript received 2 March 2000!

The bremsstrahlung from solid material caused by runaway electrons may blur severely the bremsstrahlung
that is recorded from gases or plasmas in order to determine the energy distribution of their hot electrons. The
expressions for these emissions are presented in order to compare their characteristics. Explanations are then
given for an irregular feature observed at the tip of the spectrum for solid targets. More importantly, a type of
diagnostics of energy distribution functions is proposed, based on analysis of the bremsstrahlung emissivity
from thick targets. It can be implemented on experimental setups by purposely inserting a well-defined solid
target into the electron trajectories, and it is applied as an example to the electron beam of microwave tubes.
These diagnostics could also be taken advantage of to study runaway electrons hitting vessel walls.

PACS number~s!: 78.70.Ck, 52.70.2m, 52.25.2b, 41.50.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bremsstrahlung~BR! from a plasma is routinely used t
deduce the temperature of Maxwellian plasmas or the en
distribution of non-Maxwellian hot electrons~e.g., Refs.@1#,
@2#!. Since accurate BR atomic cross sections are availa
the precision of the diagnostics greatly depends on the q
ity of the experimental data. A current difficulty in this are
is to avoid recording spurious emission from the walls of
experimental system. Severe collimations are often delic
to perform and of course do not provide any information
the runaway electrons. In Sec. II, the expressions are g
for thin-target BR~gases and optically thin plasmas! and for
thick-target BR, in which case an unexpected change
slope observed at the tip of the spectrum is explained. In S
III we show that thick-target BR can be turned into an a
vantage. The electron distribution diagnostics proposed
Eq. ~10! below are as general and nearly as simple as
traditional type@Eq. ~9!# based on the analysis of thin-targ
BR. As an example, these diagnostics are briefly applied
the electron beam of a microwave tube.

II. ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG FROM AN ATOM, A
PLASMA, AND A THICK TARGET, AND STUDY OF

THE TIP REGION FOR THICK TARGETS

Electron BR emissivities at the photon energyhn are re-
called for three physical situations in order to compare th
quantitatively. For simplicity of presentation, they are giv
in the nonrelativistic regime. They all involve the cross se
tion relative to the scattering of electrons of energyE by an
atom or ion of atomic number Z. The general
expression for the cross section isds(E,hn)/dhn
5(mc2/2)(Z2/E hn)sKrG(E,hn), wheresKr is the Kramers
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@3# cross section for H1, that issKr5(16pa3/3))a2a0
2 for

4p sr. The Gaunt factorG(E,hn) accounts for quantum
screening, and relativistic effects. The energy radiated
be labeledj (hn) or J(hn), depending on whether the inc
dent electrons are monoenergetic or not. This emissivity
equal to the number of photons emitted,N(hn), multiplied
by the photon energy. At smallhn, the number of photons
actually recorded becomes significantly smaller thanN(hn)
because of an increasing absorption coefficientT(hn). This
absorption is due to the windows~chamber and detector!, the
air between the windows, or the solid target itself. Gene
recommendations on how to record the spectra and how
obtain the normalized value ofJ(E,hn) from them are pre-
sented, e.g., in Ref.@4#.

The energy radiated per unit energy interval per elect
traveling over a distanceDz is equal to

j at~E,hv !5
mc2

2
Nat

Z2

E
sKrG~E,hn! Dz, ~1!

where Nat is the atom or ion population density of a th
target~gas or plasma! with atomic numberZ. This quantity is
dimensionless~per electron!. Coming now to a plasma, th
BR is due to a variety of electrons distributed ong(E), the
electron distribution function~EDF!. For a plasma with ionic
density Ni , ionic atomic numberZi , and electron density
Ne , the energy radiated by unit energy interval per unit
time in the volumeDV is

Jpl~hn!5
mc2

2
NiNeZi

2sKrS E
hn

` 1

E
vg~E!G~E,hn!dEDDV

~2!

and the dimension here is the inverse of time. Finally, wh
the electrons of a monoenergetic beam impinge upon a s
target, they are slowed down inside the solid of atomic nu
ber Zsol and atomic densityNsol, so that the emission accu
mulated over time comes in fact from electrons having va
ous energies. This is taken into account in the stopp
powerdE/dz through the expression
h,
4091 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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j sol~E,hn!5
mc2

2
Zsol

2 sKrNsolE
hn

E 1

E

G~E,hn!

dE/dz
dE. ~3!

This third quantity is again dimensionless~per electron!.
Simple estimates for the emissivity coefficients are o

tained by using Gaunt factors equal to unity, the Maxwell
EDF, and the Kramers stopping power@3#, which is itself
proportional toNsol. Equations~1!–~3! become the follow-
ing, when distances and volumes are expressed in SI u
but the energies and the temperature in keV.

j at~E,hn!5~1.43310228!Nat

Z2

E
Dz per electron, ~4!

Jpl~hn!5~3.0310221!NiNeZi
2 1

AkT
expS 2

hn

kTDDV per s,

~5!

j sol~E,hn!5~1.1031025!
Zsol

l
~E2hn! per electron.

~6!

The comparative characteristics of these three types of e
sion are displayed in Fig. 1, and are globally confirmed
more elaborate calculations. For monoenergetic electr
the BR energy radiated by a thin target is independent ofhn
and proportional toNat. On the contrary, the energy radiate
by a thick target increases with decreasinghn and is inde-
pendent ofNsol. Because of this point and of the large
numerical factor in Eq.~6!, the parasite emission comin
from walls easily dominates the core continuum emiss
when the gas or the plasma is not dense enough. In ord
solve that problem, the next section will propose diagnos
for the EDF based on thick-target BR. This solid target m
stand in the way of the electrons naturally, or can be p
posely inserted into their way in order to make this emiss
dominant. Just as the 1/E dependence is at the basis of t
temperature determination in Eq.~5!, the (E2hn) depen-
dence will be essential for these diagnostics, and is there
probed before further development.

Elaborate calculations and a test experiment involv
monoenergetic beams have been carried out in relation to
study of microwave tubes~see Sec. III!, that is, for energies
of a few keV. Calculations using accurate Coulomb
screened BR cross sections@5# and a more precise stoppin
power confirm the (E2hn) law in the energy region in-
volved. In the test experiment, the Be target used in Sec
intercepts a monoenergetic electron beam, and the emis
is recorded by a high resolution SiLi detector. ForT(hn), a
Gaussian average~with s564 eV) was used in order to tak
into account the resolution of the detector and to smooth
the K edge of the Kr impurity in air. The calculated B
intensity agrees with the experimental one within the pre
sion at which the viewing solid angle is estimated, i.
within a few percent. However, looking closely at the expe
mental spectrum in Fig. 2, a steeper descent than expect
noticed in the end region of the spectrum. The (E2hn) de-
pendence predicted by Eq.~6! is not strictly followed, as we
observe
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j sol~E,hn!}~E2hn1Es! for hn,E-DE. ~7!

A similar behavior was noted many years ago@6,7# for
heavier materials and larger energies. To our knowledge
has never been explained.

The steeper descent at the tip is attributed in this exp
ment to the presence of impurities~mostly Cu, Fe, Al, Si,
and C! on top of the Be target, as revealed by an elect
microscope impurity analysis. This is coherent with the fa
that an impurity withZi.Zsol in Eq. ~6! leads to a stronge
slope at the tip of the spectrum and to a shiftEs for the rest
of it. This is illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. The shift Es and the
valueDE went over to the stable value of 0.40 keV short
after the beginning of the experimental runs, which sho
that the impurities had been released during the baking s
of tube manufacture. As a confirmation, a duplicate targ
never inserted into the tube but only into the electron mic
scope chamber, leads to a shift of only about 0.14 ke
which can then be ascribed mostly to O and Si impuritie

FIG. 1. Schematic view of electron bremsstrahlung emissivi
~energy radiated!, obtained in the simple approaches described
the text, versus the photon energyhn: ~a! thin-target BR for elec-
trons of energyE @Eq. ~4!#; ~b! BR from a Maxwellian plasma@Eq.
~5!#; ~c! thick-target BR for electrons of energyE @Eq. ~6!#.
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Coming back to the earlier results of Refs.@6,7#, the
above interpretation involving impurities is evidently not a
propriate when Pt and Au targets are involved. For th
cases, the emission on top of the standard (E2hn) quantity
might be due to the direct radiative recombination of el
trons into the ionized atoms of the target. Important ioni
tion can indeed be produced by large current densities@8#.
For electrons recombining into then shell of Aq1 ions, the

FIG. 2. Experimental thick-target BR emissivityJsol(hn) versus
photon energy for the initially monoenergetic beam of 6.0 keV~top,
triangles!, and for the beam after its interaction with a 12.75 G
microwave~bottom, circles!.

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the composite continuum spectr
~solid line!. The standard BR emissivity~long dashes! from the Be
target receives an additional contribution~short dashes! ~a! from the
BR from a heavy impurity layer and~b! from direct radiative re-
combination into ionized Be.
e

-
-

cumulated emission becomes@E2hn1a2(mc2)q4/Z2n3#.
For a fully ionized Be target, this leads to a shiftEs
50.43 keV, which confirms that impurities undoubtedly pl
a role in our case. Analyses of the shifts of Ref.@7# show that
they correspond to stable configurations of the ions, wh
supports this second interpretation. The spectrum calcul
for the successive ionizations of Be is shown in Fig. 3~b!.
The overall decrease would be smoothed out partly by
detector’s resolution. In conclusion, the spectra simulated
the two different interpretations equally reproduce the sh
shown in Fig. 2 for the monoenergetic beam.

In practice, it is not necessary to identify the detail
causes of the eventual steeper descent in the tip region.
sufficient to measure the characteristicsEs andDE with the
help of monoenergetic beams, before proceeding to the
vestigation of nonmonoenergetic distributions.

III. DIAGNOSTICS OF THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION

For a nonmonoenergetic beam, the continuum emiss
observed per unit of time involves the product of the ED
with the velocity of the electronv, that is,vg(E), or in other
words a quantity proportional to the current reaching
target. In general, the proportion of current carried by el
trons of energy larger thanE is labeledI (E)/I 0 . This quan-
tity and the BR emissivity are given by

I ~E!/I 05E
E

`

vg~E!dE

and

J~hn!5E
hn

`

j ~E,hn!vg~E!dE. ~8!

The retarding tension method consists in directly measu
I (E) with a probe, which immediately provides the ED
Unfortunately, the experiment perturbs the region diagnos
especially for largeE, when many electrons are thrown bac
into it. In contrast, BR measurements have the great adv
tage of being passive. Depending on whether the electr
are scattered by a thin or by a thick target, Eq.~4! or Eq.~6!
has to be used forj (E,hn) in Eq. ~8!. Leaving aside for
simplicity the straightforward numerical constants, this lea
for thin targets to the well-known determination of the ED
@1#:

g~E!}AE
dJat or pl~hn!

dhn U
hn5E

. ~9!

In the case of thick targets, the photon spectra have
been exploited beyond the fact that the terminal points i
spectrum athnmax indicate the presence of runaway electro
of energyEmax5hnmax @1#. Insertable probes have been us
in a few cases@9#, but only the total power radiatedP was
studied. The (E2hn) behavior of Eq.~6! was also assumed
in these studies. The two parameters of a presupposed
Maxwellian distribution, and/or the drift velocity, were the
determined fromP. Taking advantage of Eqs.~6! and ~8!, a
more general type of diagnostics is here established f
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analysis of the detailed photon energy spectrum itself, an
does not require any preliminary notion about the shape
the EDF. These simple diagnostics are

AEg~E!}
d2Jsol~hn!

d2hn U
hn5E

and I ~E!}2
dJsol~hn!

dhn U
hn5E

.

~10!

In situations where the spectra relative to monoenerg
beams exhibit a shiftEs , these expressions remain valid on
whenhn or E.Emax2DE. In this outer region, the emissio
comes exclusively from the outside part of the target, whi
depending on the interpretation ofEs , contains the impurity
layer or is only slightly ionized. In the central and domina
part of the spectrum, the emission comes also from the in
region of the target, and the diagnostics take a slightly m
complicated expression. The ratioDE/(DE1Es)5c/ci has
to be determined empirically in a preliminary step. Noti
that when a coat consisting of one impurity covers the tar
the valuesc andci reduce to the proportionality constants
Eq. ~6!, andc/ci5Zsol/Zi . For hn,Emax2DE, we have

AEg~E!}
1

ci

d2Jsol~hn!

d2hn U
hn5E

1S 12
c

ci
DAE1DEg~E1DE!, ~11a!

I ~E!}2
1

ci

dJ~hn!

dhn U
hn5E

1S 12
c

ci
D I ~E1DE!. ~11b!

FIG. 4. Experimental setup showing the end region of the
crowave tube. The photons were recorded perpendicularly to
electron beam impinging on the inserted target, by a Si-Li dete
located behind the lateral beryllium window. The distance of
between the two beryllium windows~tube and detector! is 11 cm. In
order not to saturate the detector, a severe collimation was enfo
it
of
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,

t
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Unlike in Eq. ~10!, the results do not depend only on th
local derivatives, but can be determined inward from the e
of the spectrum. In our example,Es andDE are similar, that
is, ci52c, which leads to

AEmax2nDEg~Emax2nDE!

}Jsol9 ~Emax2nDE!1 (
q52

n
1

2q21 Jsol9 @Emax2nDE

1~q21!DE#, ~12!

where the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to
simpler determination by Eq.~10!.

As an example, the diagnostics are applied to microw
tubes. In such tubes@10#, a monoenergetic beam launched
an electron gun is slowed down by the interaction with
microwave that thereby gets amplified. The tube studied w
manufactured by Thomson Tubes Electroniques. It is de
cated to spatial communications, so that it is important
reduce the weight and increase the durability. This optimi
tion requires precise data on the electron beam beyond
interaction zone, as these are important for improved des
of the industrial multigrid electron collector. Various cod
are available in one dimension~1D!, and a 2.5 D code ha
recently been written@11#. It predicts that the electrons origi
nally at 6 keV are spread out in the range 2.5–7 keV, wit
majority of them at around 4 keV. In order to test the
codes, experimental data on the EDF are desirable. The
ones available at present are meaningful only to about 3
because of the shortcomings of the retarding tension met
Another type of experiment was thus needed to cover
higher electron energies. For that purpose, a BR experim
was implemented on the tube. A window was laterally
stalled at the end of the interaction region in order to rec
the continuum spectrum. A SiLi detector was located 11
behind it, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The residual gas density
the tube is estimated at 1013atoms cm23. According to Eqs.
~4! and ~6!, even a very tiny fraction of badly collimate
electrons hitting the wall would make the BR emission fro

i-
e
r

r

ed.

FIG. 5. Comparisons ofI (E) curves obtained for the electro
beam initially at 6 keV after its interaction with the 12.75 GH
microwave. ~Dashed curve! determined from the BR spectrum
through Eqs.~10! and~11!; 1 data points measured by the retardin
tension method and valid only at small energies; dotted curve,
merical results by the 2.5D code@11#.
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PRE 62 4095BREMSSTRAHLUNG FROM THICK TARGETS AND A . . .
the gas negligible. For that reason, a solid target was loc
in the path of the electron beam~see Fig. 4!, and the thick-
target BR analyzed.

The emissivity curve deduced from the photon spectr
is given in Fig. 2. It lies lower than in the case of the m
noenergetic beam, as expected, since most electrons
slowed down. The emission looks as if caused by a prim
beam at about 3.5 keV and a secondary one at about 6.6
This is confirmed by theI (E) results deduced from Eqs
~10!–~11! and given in Fig. 5. The few data points obtain
by the retarding tension method are also plotted. Eviden
I (E) in Eq. ~8! is a monotonically decreasing function, an
as expected from this method, only the points at the low
energies are acceptable. On the other hand, theI (E) curve
deduced from the BR spectrum loses precision at small
ergies~starting below around 3.0 keV! because of increasin
photon absorption. The validity domains of these two sets
experiments are thus complementary, as desired. Within
restrictions expressed for each of them, the two sets of
perimental results are coherent with each other.

Figure 5 compares the experimental results with the
merical ones obtained by the 2.5D code. The values prov
by the 1D code are not given for clarity, but lie about 1 ke
on the right side of the present cluster of curves. The desc
tion of these codes does not lie within the scope of this wo
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but can be found elsewhere@11#. In the 2.5D code, the in-
crease of the electron beam size and the electron-wave i
action are treated self-consistently. The comparison with
perimental data shows that this elaborate treatmen
necessary and successful. As a secondary conclusion, it
firms the survival of electrons with energies close to the i
tial energy. Needless to say, the wave amplification is a
much better reproduced by the 2.5D code@11#.

In conclusion, diagnostics based on the analysis of thi
target BR proved helpful to investigate the wave-electr
interaction in microwave tubes. The diagnostics are eas
use. The method could easily be applied to other types
beams, and also to the study of runaway electrons in p
mas.
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